Abstract -This paper discusses the point process forrnalism of multiple target tracking problems. Finite point processes are defined as random elements in the spaces offinite sequences with their orders ignored, rather than as random integer-valued measures. Two recently developed algorithms, Joint Multitarget Probability (JMP) algorithm and Unified Data Fusion (UDF) algorithm will be described as algorithms based on the point process formalism. Two more established algorithms, Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHO and Probabilistic Data Association (PDA) algorithms, will also be examined as algorithms using the point process concept. The point process formalism will then be compared with the random set formalism developed by Ron Mahler.
Introduction
Multiple target tracking problems concern tracking an unknown number of objects by multiple sensors that provide imperfect and noisy measurements, with possible misdetection and extraneous returns (false alarms) [ 11- [5] . One of the unique characteristics of multiple target tracking problems is that a system state as well as each unit of sensor data' is an array of elements in a given space such that (i) its'length (size) is random, and (ii) its order does not contain any information. Mathematically, such characteristics can be expressed as random sets as defined in [6] and [7] , which actually leads to the explicit use of random finite sets for multiple target tracking problems [SI, [9] . However, there is another mathematical formalism that can be used to treat those characteristics, i.e., point processes, which we may say predate random sets [7] , [lo] .
The objective of this paper is to describe general multiple tracking problems using the point process ' Called measurement set in this paper, also called scan, frame, data set, formalism, instead of the random set formalism, as described in [SI, [9] . In particular, we will examine two recently developed multiple target tracking algorithms, Keith Kastella's Joint Multitarget Probability (JMP) algorithm [ll] , [12] , and Larry Stone's Unified Data Fusion (UDF) algorithm [13] , [14] , as general multiple target tracking algorithms using the point process formalism. We will also re-examine two older algorithms, Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) algorithms [ 181, [ 191, and Probabilistic Data Association (PDA) algorithms [20] , [21] , from the same point of view. The point process formalism will later be compared with Ron Mahler's random set formalism [SI.
In this paper, we assume that the target state space and the measurement spaces are hybrid spaces. By a hybrid space' we mean the direct product of a Euclidean space and a finite set, together with the hybrid measure, i.e., the direct product measure of the Lebesgue measure on the Euclidean space and the countin$ measure on the finite set.
Point process formalism
Let E = Sd x{sI,,,sN} be a hybrid space with the hybrid measure p . Then u f s E n is the collection of all the n times -finite sequences in E , where E" = Ex...x E is the set of all the sequences in4 E with length n . For any * Use of the hybrid measure is for notational convenience to avoid the mixtures of summations and integrals. Theoretically, all the arguments made in this paper can be easily extended to the case where the state and measurement spaces are locally compact Housdorff spaces satisfying the second axiom of countability with a cFfinite measure.
A counting measure m on any measurable space (E,B ) is defined as, for any B E 6 , m(B)=#(B) if B is a finite set, otherwise nl(B)=-. # ( A ) is the cardinality of (the number of elements of) any set A .
isa shorthandofa finite sequence (x l,...,x,,), while {xiF==, is a shorthand of a finite set &,...,xn} if x1 ,... J , are all distinct, otherwise ISIF 0 2002 element x in u;*E" , let l ( x ) be the length of x , i.e., l ( x ) = n a x e E". We define Eo ={e} where 8 P E is a special symbol for the "null sequence," and l(0) = 0.
For each n , let E" l n ! be the quotient space induced on E" by equivalent classes [ ] defined by [(xi);=,]= { ( x~~~~) "~ I a € A,) where A, is the set of all the permutations on {I, ..., n}, and let cp :uwgn n= + u r J " l n ! be the canonical map, i.e., q ( ( x i~= , ) = l(xix=,] for every (xi)z, E E " . For the space U"q ln! , consider the directm sum topology of each quotient topology on E" ln! , and the measurable structure defined by that topology.
Then afinitepointprocess in E can be defined as a random element in U:+ E" ln! , i.e., a finite point process in E is the image q ( x ) =[XI of a randomfinite sequence
Suppose that the state space E is finite (discrete)
i.e., d = 0 , and let us ignore 32' so that we have E = {sl, ..., sN}. For each n , define the canonical subset E,, of E" by E,, ={(sh, ..., S&)E E"lil Si2 < -. . S i , } .
Apparently, in is isomorphic to E" /n!. Furthermore, assume that there is an a priori upper bound K on the length P(x) of the random finite sequence x . Then the distribution of the finite point process probabi'iT cp(x)= [x can be defined as a probability measure @ on U:+ E" l n ! by @({x)) = Prob.b(x)= [XI) for every X E (f0E,, . Then we can define the probability density, Assuming conditional independence, the single-scan formula (1) can be easily extended to multiple-scan cases with measurement sets, y(l), y(2), ..., as finite point processes in the measurement spaces E l , E,, .... , using the filtering-update formula recursively. When the targets are dynamic, an appropriate Markov chain model can be constructed on the space & , E " I n ! , based on the assumptions on the single-target dynamics.
Remark I : Traditionally, a point process is defined as a random integer-valued (point) measure on a state space E , usually with measurability defined from a particular topology defined on a space of measures on E (Cf., e.g., [29] ). In fact, early works [15] , [I61 on multiple target tracking using the point process formalism use this random measure formulation. Since we need to use only finite point processes, it is much easier for us to treat a point process as a random sequence with random length as shown in [IO] . According to [IO] , the use of the space uy4E" as a basis for finite point processes originates from [17] . A finite point process is a random finite sequence when its order is ignored. The only difference between a finite point process and a random finite set is existence or absence of repeated elements. When the state space contains a continuous component, it is not reasonable to allow repeated elements. On the other hand, when a target state space is quantized and becomes a discrete set, then it would be natural to allow repeated elements, as was done in this section, unless the cell size is extremely small.
Multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) algorithms
As discussed in the previous section, a finite point process [x] is an image [x] = q(x) of a random finite sequence x in E , i.e., a random element in uY4En . Hence, the probability distribution of a finite point process [x] in hybrid space E can be completely specified by, for each n , pn = Prob.{!(x)= n} and a probability distribution F, 
for any collection of non-empty distinct compact sets
In other words, a finite point process [x] can be identified with a random finite sequence x € K d E " when a permutable (symmetric) probability distribution F, is given for each n as the joint distribution of for every X E K=oE" , we have, for any measurable set we may call the scrambling or the symmetrization of set B . Then we can define the probability distribution @ of thefinite pointprocess [x] by According to [IO] , the term Junossy measure originated from [30] after its introduction in [31] . (4) for every collection (Bn)r=o of measurable sets such that each Bn is a measurable set in E" . Now assume that each n -th order Janossy measure J , has a density function JD, (the n -th order Janossy measure density). Using the Janossy measure densities, the probability distribution 0 of the finite point process [XI, can be written as for every (Bn)r=o such that each B, is a measurable set in E", where the positive measurable functional P on / n ! is defined by '(9 (XI)= dil) = JO, ( x ) (8) for every X E K=oE" . We call this functional P on E" l n ! defined by (8) the Janossy density function that is nothing but the density of the probability distribution @ of the finite point process [XI. Hypotheses can be generated as described in [ 181 and recursively evaluated using the generalized formula described in [19]. When the targets are dynamic and governed by a target-wise independent state transition probability density function, each track must be extrapolated between two measurement sets, assuming that they are sorted by time. Hypothesis evaluation formula can be expressed as a batch-processing form, from which the problem of seeking a best hypothesis A or a few best hypotheses in terms of its evaluation [28] are techniques in which tracks are recursively evaluated, but hypotheses are re-evaluated at the end of each measurement set processing cycle, using the recursively calculated track likelihood for each track.
Remark 2: The finite point processes used to define the target and the sensor models in this section are defined through the density functions. Therefore, if every hybrid space E (or Ek ) contains a Euclidean (continuous) space component (i.e., E =9Id x{s,, ...,sN} with d >O) so that every p" becomes atomless except for n = 0 , then the set of all the sequences with repeated elements has the product measure P"
,U" ({ (4 Kl E E" I xi = xi for some i f j>)= 0 . The fact that we can ignore any repeated elements means that the model is equivalent to that described in the random finite set formalism discussed in Section 5 . Nonetheless, this section shows that the general multiple hypothesis solution described in [19] can be formulated using general point processes formalism where repeated elements may be allowed.
Tracking target with apriuri identification: PDA
In the previous two sections, targets are modeled by a finite point process.
Assuming a separate track initialization mechanism, we may use a model in which the targets are given as an array of target states in a target state space E with a fixed length and a fixed order. As mentioned in Section 3, if a given a priori joint probability distribution is permutable (symmetric), it is a special form of finite point process (with a fixed number of targets pn = 1 for some n ). We assume that the joint probability distribution spatially separates the targets reasonably well, at least initially. In such a situation, we may call such targets targets with a priori identifications, in the sense that each target is identified a priori by its index". In contrast, when the targets are modeled by a finite point process or a permutable joint probability distribution, the target indexing is meaningless in the sense that any one of the possible ways of indexing the targets is equally likely.
The same sensor model expressed by e n. (1) can still be used after the condition, [(x~, ..., x n ] , for the conditional Janossy density function on the left hand side is replaced by the array (x,, . .., x n ) of target states in the target state space with a fixed length n . Since eqn. (1) is a linear combination of products of detection probabilities, measurement transition probability densities, and the false alarm Janossy density function, if the a priori target probability distribution is gaussian, and given each assignment a E A({l, ..., n},{l, ..., in}) , the sensor measurement transition can preserve gaussian-ness reasonably, then the "exact" solution, in terms of the joint probability distribution of the target states (x~,.., xn )
conditioned by a series (b(l)] ..., b(k)]) of measurement sets, each modeled by a finite point process, can be reasonably well approximated by a sum-of-gaussian distribution. However, it is apparent that the number of terms will explode as the number of measurement sets is accumulated. The algorithm for processing one measurement set by a probabilistic association algorithm can be summarized as follows: (i) assume before processing each measurement set that the joint target state distribution is given as a set of independent gaussian distributions in a Euclidean space; (ii) generate all the assignment hypotheses as members of the set A({], ..., n}, {I,.., m}) with the number n of targets and the number m of measurements in the given measurement set; (iii) for each hypothesis, approximate the a posteriori probability distribution for each target as a gaussian distribution; (iv) combine all the hypotheses and approximate the joint target state distribution by a gaussian distribution by equating the mean vectors and the covariance matrices; and (v) approximate the joint gaussian distribution as the product of the independent probability distribution for each target. ((x,x,x>) ... for any X E E while
Otherwise, the equivalent class defined above and that defined in Section 2 both identify two sequences with different orders. Therefore, the only difference between a finite point process and a random finite set is that the former allows repeated elements while the latter does not. A point process without any repeated element is said to be simple. Hence we can say a random finite set is nothing but a simple finite point process. In fact, in some literature such as [7] , no clear distinction between the two is made.
Let X be a random finite set in E , and in parallel to Exactly the same equation ( 
for every finite set {xl ,..., .,}e I . We call this functional P on I defined by (14) also the Janossy density function that is the density of the probability distribution @ of the random finite set X . As stated in the remark in the last section, the model used in the last section to describe a general MHT algorithm uses density functions. Therefore, if every hybrid space contains a Euclidean space, there is no repeated element in any of point processes used in the previous section, which justifies the use of the random set formalism to describe MHT algorithms in [23] .
An MHT solution in the random set formalism can be written as the conditional Janossy density function P of a random set X in the target state space E that models the set of targets, conditioned by measurement sets, He defines the integration of the functionals on the space I of all the finite sets in a given space E by the right hand side of eqn. (12) and calls the integral the set integral. In his foundation, a functional p on the collection of measurable sets B in E , called the belief measure of the random set X , is defined by P ( B ) = Prob.(X c B } , and the density function", i.e., the functional P of (14), what we call the Janossy density function in this paper, is characterized as a form of the set-derivative of the belief measure.
In this paper, the probability distribution of a random finite set as well as a finite point process and its density function are derived through an equivalence relation on the space uf,E" of finite sequences in a given state space E , following the framework described in [ 101.
Remark 3:
We may treat repeated elements as a part of a simple finite 'point process or a random finite set by extending the state space E to E X {1,2 ,... } or E x { l , ..., m} so that, e.g., [(x,~)] in E can be treated as [((x,2))] (CJ, e.g., [29] ). However, the advantage of such a formulation over that made in this paper is yet to be seen.
Conclusion
The point process formalism, in parallel to the random set formalism, of multiple target tracking problems, was described. It was shown that, for our purpose, the only essential difference between the point process and the random set formalisms is the potential presence or the absence of repeated elements, i.e., two targets occupying the same state, or two measurements with exactly the same value, etc. In practice, repeated elements make physical sense only when the state space is a finite set resulting from a quantization of a continuous space. We characterized the two recently developed multitarget tracking algorithms, JMP and UDF algorithms, as algorithms using the point process formalism, since these algorithms do allow two or more targets to occupy one " In the FISST terminology, P(X) , P(YlX) and P(XlY) are called the global prior probability densityfunction, the global likelihood function, and the global posterior probability density function, when. X is a random finite set of target states, and Y is a random finite set of meeasurements.
cell, a single point in a state space. Two other older algorithms, MHT and PDA algorithms, were also reexamined using the point process formalism. In the past, when point processes were applied to multiple target tracking problems, they were introduced as random integer-values measures in a state space, as was customary in most literature on that subject. In this paper, a finite point process was treated as a random element whose realization is an equivalent class of finite sequences generated by ignoring the ordering of the elements in those sequences. A finite point process without repeated elements, i.e., a simple finite point process is essentially a random finite set.
It is the authors' opinion that, although the random set formalism (or the point process formalism) for multitarget tracking has provided a unified view on the subject of multiple target tracking, it has failed to produce any significant practical tracking algorithms, with the exception of the JMP and UDF algorithms examined in this paper. Another exception is the recent work ( [33] , [34] ) by Ron Mahler on the use of moment measures, a concept developed in the point process framework, as the basis of a new kind of multiple target tracking algorithms. Once the relationship between point processes and random finite sets is clarified, we hope the point process framework will produce some more practical algorithms for multiple target tracking.
